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CABINET REPORT

To:  Chair, Ladies and Gentlemen

Integrated Impact Assessment

1.0 SUMMARY OF THE REPORT

1.1 In line with the requirements of the Equality Act 2010 (Statutory Duties) (Wales) 
Regulations 2011 and Welsh Language (Wales) Measure 2011 the Council currently 
has an Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) process, which is a mandatory 
accompaniment to reports on the Council’s Change Management Programme, and 
for Cabinet and Council.

1.2 In line with the requirements of the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 
2015 the Council has developed an Integrated Impact Assessment (IIA). The IIA 
template and guidance, attached as Appendix 1, aim to support the Council in 
demonstrating how it is planning, delivering and monitoring services in line with the 
sustainable development principles and how it is seeking to improve the economic, 
social, environmental and cultural well-being of Merthyr Tydfil, now and for future 
generations by:

- Thinking about the long term impact of our work on people in Merthyr Tydfil; 
- Taking an integrated approach to services, looking at the impact our work could                                   
have on other services and organisations;
- Involving people in the decisions that affect them;
- Working with others to find collaborative solutions; and 
- Understanding the root causes of issues and preventing them from occurring.

1.3 The IIA will replace the current EqIA process, and incorporates the Council’s Well-
being Objectives, the Sustainable Development principles, Equalities, Welsh 
language and Biodiversity, to support effective decision making and ensuring 
compliance with the following legislation:
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- Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015.
- Equality Act 2010 (Statutory Duties) (Wales) Regulations 2011.
- Welsh Language (Wales) Measure 2011.
- Section 6 of Part 1 of the Environment (Wales) Act 2016.

1.4 Adopting the IIA for projects, when implementing significant change and for Council 
and Cabinet reports will ensure that the Council is taking into account the impact 
decisions could have on the people and communities of Merthyr Tydfil now and in 
the future.

2.0 RECOMMENDATIONS that:

2.1  Cabinet consider and note the content of the report.

2.2 The Integrated Impact Assessment is rolled out for Council and Cabinet Reports 
from October 2018 onwards.

2.3 The Integrated Impact Assessment will be regularly reviewed to ensure that it 
remains fit for purpose in supporting the Council’s decision making processes.

3.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Equality Impact Assessments

3.1 In line with the requirements of the Equality Act 2010 (Statutory Duties) (Wales) 
Regulations 2011 and Welsh Language (Wales) Measure 2011 the Council currently 
has an Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) process, which is a mandatory 
accompaniment to reports on the Council’s Change and Well-being Programme, and 
for Cabinet and Council. 

3.2 This demonstrates how Councillors, Report Authors and Project Managers consider 
Equality and Welsh language as part of their decision making.

Single Integrated Plan and Sustainability Impact Assessment

3.3 In line with the development of the Council’s Single Integrated Plan for Merthyr Tydfil 
the Council has previously also adopted a Single Integrated Plan and Sustainability 
Impact Assessment. The aim of the Impact Assessment was to ensure that decisions 
and proposals to the Council and Cabinet were contributing towards delivery of the 
Single Integrated Plan.

3.4 This Impact Assessment was brought to an end following the new requirements of 
the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015.

Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015

3.5 The Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 (the Act) came into force in 
April 2016. The Act is about improving the economic, social, cultural and 



environmental well-being of Wales. For the first time in law public bodies have a 
shared vision and a common purpose.

3.6 The Act makes the public bodies listed in the Act think more about the long-term, 
work better with people and communities and each other, look to prevent problems 
and take a more joined-up approach. To make sure public bodies are all working 
towards the same vision, the Act puts in place seven well-being goals. These are: A 
prosperous Wales; A resilient Wales; A healthier Wales; A more equal Wales; A 
Wales of cohesive communities; A Wales of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh 
language; A globally responsible Wales.

3.7 Together with this, the Act states the ways in which we should work to achieve the 
goals. These are known as the sustainable development principles (five ways of 
working) i.e. Long Term; Prevention; Integration; Collaboration; and Involvement.

3.8 The Act also sets out the four pillars of well-being, namely: economic, social, cultural 
and environmental well-being of Wales. 

3.9 The sustainable development principles and four pillars should be used when 
appraising options for change and in any work and/or projects going forward. They 
should also be used to challenge what is being done within service areas and offer 
the challenge around doing different things to make sure that when the Council 
makes decisions, it takes into account the impact they could have on the people and 
communities of Merthyr Tydfil now and in the future.

4.0 ASSESSING IMPACT

Integrated Impact Assessment

4.1 In line with the requirements of the Act the Council has developed an Integrated 
Impact Assessment (IIA). The IIA template and guidance, attached as Appendix 1, 
aim to support the Council in demonstrating how it is planning, delivering and 
monitoring services in line with the sustainable development principles and how it is 
seeking to improve the economic, social, environmental and cultural well-being of 
Merthyr Tydfil, now and for future generations by:

 Thinking about the long term impact of our work on people in Merthyr Tydfil; 
 Taking an integrated approach to services, looking at the impact our work could 

have on other services and organisations;
 Involving people in the decisions that affect them;
 Working with others to find collaborative solutions; and 
 Understanding the root causes of issues and preventing them from occurring.

4.2 The IIA will replace the current EqIA process, and incorporates the Council’s Well-
being Objectives, the Sustainable Development principles, Equalities, Welsh 
language and Biodiversity, to support effective decision making and ensuring 
compliance with the following legislation:

 Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015.
 Equality Act 2010 (Statutory Duties) (Wales) Regulations 2011.
 Welsh Language (Wales) Measure 2011.



 Section 6 of Part 1 of the Environment (Wales) Act 2016.

Benefits

4.3 Adopting the IIA for projects, when implementing significant change and for Council 
and Cabinet reports will ensure that the Council is taking into account the impact 
decisions could have on the people and communities of Merthyr Tydfil now and in 
the future. 

4.4 Implementation of the IIA will:

 Ensure that the sustainable development principles are at the heart of all we do 
and embedded in the governance processes of the Council. 

 Shape what we do, rather than justify what we have decided in the past - the 
shaping of services rather than the justifying of services. 

 Mean a focus up front and throughout the project/policy or decision cycle. 
 Mean better decision making that is transparent and based on evidence.
 Ensure that our decisions impact in a fair way.
 Provide a platform for partnership working.
 Ensure that risk is taken into account appropriately by enabling the identification 

of opportunities (positive impacts) and/or threats (negative impacts). This 
includes identifying actions that have been/will be taken to better contribute to 
positive impacts and/or mitigate any negative impacts.

Council’s Project Management Framework

4.5 It is important to note that the IIA is already embedded in the Council’s Project 
Management Framework to:

 Ensure the right impacts are being considered at the right time.
 Ensure projects are appraised against the Council’s Well-being Objectives, the 

Sustainable Development Principles, Protected Characteristics (including Welsh 
language) and Biodiversity.

Council and Cabinet

4.6 It is proposed that the IIA will be introduced for Council and Cabinet reports from 
October onwards. This will further strengthen the Council’s governance 
arrangements by fully embedding the Council’s Well-being Objectives, the 
Sustainable Development principles, Equalities, Welsh language and Biodiversity in 
the Council’s decision making processes.

Proportionality and Reasonableness

4.7 It is also important to note that the development of the IIA has undergone a robust 
and challenged process to ensure that its requirements are proportionate and 
reasonable in supporting the Council’s governance arrangements. 

4.8 The development of the IIA has included the following listed below and will be 
regularly reviewed to ensure that it remains fit for purpose in supporting the Council’s 
decision making processes:



 Identifying what is already in place across: 
o Other Councils in Wales e.g. Swansea, Powys, Torfaen, Monmouth.
o Scotland; and
o Other countries.

 Researching guidance from Welsh Government, the Future Generations 
Commissioner for Wales, Equality and Human Rights Commission, Welsh 
Language Commissioner and the Welsh Local Government Association.

 A visit to Powys County Council to look at how their Impact Assessment process 
had been developed and implemented.

 Consultation, presentations and workshops with the Council’s Senior Leadership 
Team, Change Management Steering Group and Business Change Team.

 Pilot and testing by the Business Change and Performance Teams, and other 
Service Managers across the Council.

5.0 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

5.1 There are no specific financial implications identified in this report. Any financial 
implications arising from the report will be reported to Cabinet/Council as 
appropriate, including potential options for funding.

6.0 EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

6.1 An Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) form has been prepared for the purpose of 
this report.  It has been found that a full assessment is required. The form can be 
accessed on the Council’s website/intranet via the ‘Equality Impact Assessment’ link.

6.2 The IIA positively impacts on the protected characteristics and Welsh language as it 
aims to support the Council in demonstrating how it is planning, delivering and 
monitoring services in line with the sustainable development principles and how it is 
seeking to improve the economic, social, environmental and cultural well-being of 
Merthyr Tydfil, now and for future generations.

 Thinking about the long term impact of our work on people in Merthyr Tydfil; 
 Taking an integrated approach to services, looking at the impact our work could 

have on other services and organisations;
 Involving people in the decisions that affect them;
 Working with others to find collaborative solutions; and 
 Understanding the root causes of issues and preventing them from occurring.

6.3 No negative impacts have been identified.

ELLIS COOPER
DEPUTY CHIEF EXECUTIVE

COUNCILLOR ANDREW BARRY
CABINET MEMBER FOR GOVERNANCE,
PERFORMANCE, BUSINESS CHANGE & 

CORPORATE SERVICES



BACKGROUND PAPERS
Title of Document(s) Document(s) Date Document Location

Does the report contain any issue that may impact the Council’s 
Constitution? 

No

Consultation has been undertaken with the Corporate Management Team in respect 
of each proposal(s) and recommendation(s) set out in this report. 



Appendix 1

Before completing the Impact Assessment PLEASE REFER TO THE CORRESPONDING GUIDANCE DOCUMENT which provides essential background 
information. 

An Integrated Impact Assessment MUST be completed for:

1. Any project (i.e. something that has a start and end date and is different from day to day business).
2. Where you are implementing significant change e.g. service provision.
3. For any Council / Cabinet report that is not part of an above mentioned project or significant change.

Officer completing Impact Assessment:
Lead Officer/Project Manager:
Service:
Impact Assessment completion date:
Please give a brief description of the aims of the proposal:

Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 
Integrated Impact Assessment
(includes Equalities, Welsh Language, Sustainability and Biodiversity)



1. Merthyr Tydfil Well-being Objectives

Does your proposal help to deliver any of the Council’s Well-being Objectives identified below?

Does your proposal have a positive 
or negative impact on the Council’s 
Well-being Objectives? Please place 

an X in the relevant box

Well-being Objectives

Positive Negative N/A

Why have you come to this 
decision? Please provide an 

explanation

What actions have been/will be 
taken to better contribute to 

positive impacts and/or mitigate 
any negative impacts?

Best Start to Life 
Children and young people get 
the best start to life and are 
equipped with the skills they 
need to be successful learners 
and confident individuals.
Working Life
People feel supported to 
develop the skills required to 
meet the needs of businesses 
with a developing, safe 
infrastructure making Merthyr 
Tydfil an attractive destination.
Environmental Well-being
Communities protect, enhance 
and promote our environment 
and countryside.
Living Well 
People are empowered to live 
independently within their 
communities, where they feel 
safe and enjoy good physical 
and mental health.
Sources of evidence to support the above: 



2. Sustainable Development Principles (The Five Ways of Working)

Does your proposal demonstrate you have met the sustainable development principles (five ways of working)? 

Five Ways of 
Working 

How does your proposal demonstrate you have met the 
five ways of working?

Are there any additional actions to be taken to better 
contribute to the five ways of working and/or mitigate any 

negative impacts?
Long Term -
Thinking and 
planning for the 
long term.

Prevention - 
Preventing 
problems before 
they happen.

Integration - 
Integrating with 
other strategies.

Collaboration - 
Collaborating with 
others.

Involvement - 
Involving people 
and communities.

Sources of evidence to support the above: 



3. Protected Characteristics (including Welsh Language)

Does your proposal directly impact on service users, employees and/or the wider community, including the nine protected characteristic groups 
and Welsh language as identified below?

Does your proposal have a positive 
or negative impact on service users, 

employees and/or the wider 
community, including the nine 

protected characteristic groups and 
Welsh language? Please place an X 

in the relevant box

Protected 
Characteristics

Positive Negative N/A

Why have you come to this 
decision? Please provide an 

explanation

What actions have been/will be 
taken to better contribute to 

positive impacts and/or mitigate 
any negative impacts?

Age

Disability

Gender Reassignment

Marriage and Civil 
Partnership

Pregnancy and Maternity

Race

Religion or Belief

Sex (Gender)

Sexual Orientation

Welsh Language

Sources of evidence to support the above: 



4. Biodiversity

Does your proposal directly impact on Biodiversity?

Does your proposal have a positive 
or negative impact on Biodiversity?

Please place an X in the relevant 
box

Biodiversity

Positive Negative N/A

Why have you come to this 
decision? Please provide an 

explanation

What actions have been/will be 
taken to better contribute to 

positive impacts and/or mitigate 
any negative impacts?

Maintain and enhance 
biodiversity and ecosystem 
resilience

Sources of evidence to support the above:



5. Summary

As a result of completing this Impact Assessment, how many positive and negative impacts does 
your proposal have? This section should then be included in the related Council/Cabinet report.

Please see the example provided in the guidance document.

Positive 
Impacts

Negative 
Impacts

Not 
Applicable 

1. Merthyr Tydfil Well-being 
Objectives of 4 of 4 of 4

2. Sustainable Development 
Principles - How have you 
considered the five ways of 
working:

 Long term
 Prevention
 Integration
 Collaboration
 Involvement

of 5 of 5 of 5

3. Protected Characteristics 
(including Welsh Language) of 10 of 10 of 10

4. Biodiversity of 1 of 1 of 1

Summary:

The main positive impacts against…are…

The main negative impacts against…are…



6. Actions

Based on the summary of your positive and negative impacts, identified in Section 5 above, will you need to make changes to your proposal to 
better contribute to positive impacts and/or mitigate any negative impacts? Please identify any further actions you will need to undertake to better 
contribute to positive impacts and/or mitigate any negative impacts.

What are you going to 
do?

Estimated completion 
date

Who will be 
responsible?

Timelines/Milestones 
e.g. 6 months/over a 

year, etc.

Progress

7. Version Control 

The Impact Assessment should be used at the earliest stages of decision making, and then honed and refined throughout the decision making 
process. Please use the table below to keep a record of this process so that we can demonstrate how we have considered and built in the sustainable 
development principles where possible.

Version 
No.

Decision making stage Date considered Brief description of any amendments made following 
consideration

8. Sign off section 

Approved by:________________________

Job Title:____________________________

Approval date:_________________



Please complete the corresponding Integrated Impact Assessment Template and do not “write over” this guidance document. 

Officer completing Impact Assessment:
Lead Officer/Project Manager:
Service:
Impact Assessment completion date:

The Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 requires all public bodies to demonstrate that we are improving social, economic, environmental 
and cultural well-being, whilst also looking to the future, planning for the long term and ensuring that we don’t compromise the ability of future generations 
to meet their own needs. This is called sustainable development.  

This guide aims to help officers in explaining how they are planning, delivering and monitoring services in line with the sustainable development 
principles (the five ways of working) and how we are seeking to improve the economic, social, environmental and cultural well-being of Merthyr Tydfil, now 
and for future generations by:

1. Thinking about the long term impact of our work on people in Merthyr Tydfil; 
2. Taking an integrated approach to services, looking at the impact our work could have on other services and organisations;
3. Involving people in the decisions that affect them;
4. Working with others to find collaborative solutions; and 
5. Understanding the root causes of issues and preventing them from occurring.

The Welsh Government has set a high level vision for Wales, made up of seven well-being goals that the Council, and other public bodies in Wales, must 
continue to work towards to secure the long-term well-being of Wales. The Council must also show that it is maximising its contribution towards these 
seven goals through its work. 

The Act sets well-being goals to help the public sector deliver sustainable development:

Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 
Integrated Impact Assessment – GUIDANCE DOCUMENT
(includes Equalities, Welsh Language, Sustainability and Biodiversity)



 A prosperous 
Wales

 A resilient 
Wales

 A healthier 
Wales

 A more equal 
Wales

 A Wales of 
cohesive 
communities

 A Wales of 
vibrant culture 
and thriving 
Welsh language

 A globally 
responsible 
Wales

This Impact Assessment incorporates the Well-being Objectives of the Council and the Sustainable Development principles (the five ways of working), 
Equalities, Welsh language and Biodiversity, to support effective decision making and ensuring compliance with other pieces of legislation that the Council 
is subject to:

This Impact Assessment must be used at the outset of a proposal/initiative/project to help you shape the activity from inception rather than just 
for compliance purposes prior to any formal decision being made. To be clear it must be completed up-front. 

The content of the Impact Assessment will need to be reviewed periodically during the life of the proposal/initiative/project leading up to the 
finalised Impact Assessment being prepared for Council/Cabinet.

An Integrated Impact Assessment MUST be completed for:

1. Any project (i.e. something that has a start and end date and is different from day to day business).
2. Where you are implementing significant change e.g. service provision.
3. For any Council / Cabinet report that is not part of an above mentioned project or significant change.

Welsh Language (Wales) Measure 2011

The legislation:
 Gives the Welsh language official status in Wales.
 Ensures promoting and facilitating the use of the 

Welsh language and treating the Welsh language 
no less favourably than the English language.

 Allows the freedom to use the Welsh language.
 Requires public bodies to comply with a set of 

standards relating to services delivered through 
the medium of Welsh.

The Policy Making Standards require us to assess the 
impact on the Welsh Language from the outset when 
developing policies and strategies or when 
considering new ways of providing services.

Equality Act 2010 (Statutory Duties) (Wales) Regulations 
2011 

Under this Act we must have due regard to: 
 Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and 

victimisation and other conduct that is prohibited by the 
Act.

 Advance equality of opportunity between people who 
share a relevant protected characteristic and those who 
do not;

 Foster good relations between people who share a 
protected characteristic and those who do not.

The Act also requires us to assess the impact of policies 
and practices on people or groups of people with protected 
characteristics.

Section 6 of Part 1 of the 
Environment (Wales) Act 2016

Under this Act we must seek to 
maintain and enhance biodiversity 
in exercising our functions.



When submitting a report for Council / Cabinet the Impact Assessment must be submitted as a separate document the same time as the related 
report. If the Impact Assessment forms part of a Business Case, the Impact Assessment must be extracted and submitted as a separate 
document.

The prompts in the sections below are just that. Please do not think that you need to answer all the questions – they are for you to consider as 
you identify both the positive and negative impacts of your proposal.  

In relation to sources of evidence – the suggested list of examples (see Section 9 below) is not exhaustive and is for guidance. This is not about 
just listing evidence but identifying why you have used it to support your response.       



1. Merthyr Tydfil Well-being Objectives

Does your proposal help to deliver any of the Council’s Well-being Objectives as identified below?

Here you need to complete the headings in the table below explaining the direct impacts (positive/negative/not applicable) you expect, together with 
suggestions of how to better contribute to positive impacts and/or mitigate any negative impacts.

Does your proposal have a positive 
or negative impact on the Council’s 
Well-being Objectives? Please place 

an X in the relevant box

Well-being Objectives

Positive Negative N/A

Why have you come to this 
decision? Please provide an 

explanation

What actions have been/will be 
taken to better contribute to 

positive impacts and/or mitigate 
any negative impacts?

For more information on the Well-being Objectives and related Components, please:

 See the table below and the Council’s Statement of Well-being and “Focus on the Future,” which can be accessed by following the link: 
https://www.merthyr.gov.uk/council/strategies-plans-and-policies/statement-of-well-being/

 See Section 9 of this guidance for possible sources of evidence to support this section.
 Contact the Performance Team at wellbeing@merthyr.gov.uk

Best Start to Life - Children and young people get the best start to life and are equipped with the skills they need to be successful learners and 
confident individuals.
Children live in a nurturing and 
stimulating home environment
Children have access to high 
quality pre-school and school 
education
Improve the educational 
outcomes for all children and 
young people

Children and young people have 
good health and well-being

What this means:
Children, have a positive early experience to ensure they are ready to learn, ready for school and can develop the 
knowledge skills and attributes they will need to flourish in life, learning and work.

Education is one of the clearest predictors of life outcomes, such as employment, income and social status, and is a predictor of 
attitudes and well-being. The objective integrates the complete educational journey, from the early years through to compulsory 
years, and post-16. The objective provides children and young people with the skills and attributes to help them improve their own 
lives.

Improving early years support is crucial in tackling the root causes of adverse childhood experiences, which we know have a 
detrimental impact on future health and well-being. We define early years as pre-birth to 7 years old. This broad definition 
recognises the importance of pregnancy in influencing outcomes and the transition into primary school as a critical period in 
children’s lives.

Research evidence shows that there is value for schools to promote health and well-being among pupils.
Pupils with better health and well-being are more likely to be ready to learn and achieve better academically.

https://www.merthyr.gov.uk/media/3781/our-shared-vision-document-april-2018.pdf
https://www.merthyr.gov.uk/media/3781/our-shared-vision-document-april-2018.pdf
https://www.merthyr.gov.uk/council/strategies-plans-and-policies/statement-of-well-being/
https://www.merthyr.gov.uk/council/strategies-plans-and-policies/statement-of-well-being/
mailto:wellbeing@merthyr.gov.uk
mailto:wellbeing@merthyr.gov.uk


How will we know if things are getting better?
By monitoring key performance indicators, we will know things are better when:
 Outcomes and educational standards for learners and groups of learners improve;
 Early language development of children improves;
 The health and well-being of children and young people improves;
 The resilience among families in receipt of support improves; and
 The maternal health of mothers in receipt of support improves.

Working Life - People feel supported to develop the skills required to meet the needs of businesses with a developing, safe infrastructure 
making Merthyr Tydfil an attractive destination.
Making skills work for Merthyr 
Tydfil: Developing the workforce 
of the future

Developing the environment and 
infrastructure for business to 
flourish

Communities protect, enhance 
and promote our heritage and 
cultural assets

Developing safer communities

Supporting and accommodating 
those most disadvantaged in the 
housing market.

What this means:
People live in safe, well-connected communities where heritage, language and culture are valued and strengthened for 
future generations. Highly skilled and qualified people are equipped to meet the changing needs of employers. The 
developing infrastructure sustains and improves both the built and natural environment. 

Research1 shows that people who report no educational qualifications are more likely to have relatively low income and that 
people who are not in employment with no qualification are more likely to be economically inactive. There is also evidence to 
suggest that a well-managed urban environment and high quality local services are important to create conditions that are 
attractive to business investors, visitors and local residents.  

When local people talk about culture, it is often referred to as an opportunity for celebration. The refurbished Town Centre has 
become an asset for hosting cultural activities that bring people together such as the Merthyr Rising festival, the Awesome Annual 
Chilli Festival. Making these social connections is directly correlated with improvements in physical and mental well-being and can 
help combat the growth in social isolation and loneliness. Cultural events can also help bolster the prosperity of the County 
Borough by attracting visitors and tourists, providing employment and skills development opportunities.

How will we know if things are getting better?
By monitoring key performance indicators, we will know things are better when:
 People in Merthyr Tydfil will have the skills to meet employers changing needs;
 Our developing environment and infrastructure will encourage inward investment;
 Our heritage and cultural assets will continue to be valued, protected and promoted;
 People living, working and visiting Merthyr Tydfil will feel safe and included; and
 Those most disadvantaged in the housing market will feel connected and supported.

Environmental Well-being - Communities protect, enhance and promote our environment and countryside.

Minimise environmental damage 
through prevention of pollution

What this means:
People, proud of the area’s outstanding landscape, regularly spend time outdoors in good quality, accessible 
greenspace. Communities help improve their local areas, learning new skills, building strong social bonds and helping 
wildlife flourish.

Research shows that a healthy natural environment and countryside provides multiple benefits for people and wildlife from 
improved air, water and land quality, habitat protection and enhanced biodiversity to beneficial implications for physical and 
mental health2,3. Therefore, the focus of this Well-being Objective is the work we do with our communities to protect, enhance 1  JRF (2015) Monitoring Poverty and Social Exclusion 2015

2 Chief Medical Officer Annual Report 2014-15

https://www.jrf.org.uk/mpse-2015
https://www.jrf.org.uk/mpse-2015
http://www.primarycareservices.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/documents/1150/CMO%20Report%202014-15.Eng.pdf
http://www.primarycareservices.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/documents/1150/CMO%20Report%202014-15.Eng.pdf


Maximise efficient use of 
materials and resources by 
means of the waste hierarchy

Developing good quality, 
biodiverse and connected green 
infrastructure and open spaces

Promoting and supporting the use 
of renewable and low carbon 
energy

and promote the environment and countryside.

How we act toward the environment and countryside will be a critical factor of a sustainable future in Merthyr Tydfil because the 
benefits of improving our environment will be felt across all of our Well-being Objectives.  We define the environment as 
countryside and all greenspace (natural environment) and urban locations (urban environment) within the Council boundary.  This 
broad definition of the environment recognises the importance of nature in both rural and urban environments.

This Well-being Objective offers a holistic and sustainable approach to meeting the environmental well-being needs in Merthyr 
Tydfil. Those needs should be interpreted broadly to include quality greenspace and connectivity, habitat protection and 
biodiversity, resilient ecosystems, landscape character and pollution prevention. While this approach is important for the 
environment as a whole, it will particularly benefit areas where there are key environmental issues or risks.  

A degraded environment means our residents, communities and businesses will have a lower resilience to environmental risks.  
As the environment is an underlying factor and influencer to many other Well-being Objectives, the risks presented by degraded 
environment also include a range of economic, social, health, community safety and cultural perspectives.

How will we know if things are getting better?
By monitoring key performance indicators, we will know things are better when:
 The air quality on Twynyrodyn Road improves;
 The local authority's CO2 emissions reduce by 3% from its buildings (per annum);
 Reported fly-tipping incidents are cleared within five days;
 The cleanliness of our streets improve;
 Our recycling rates improve and we landfill less waste; and
 The overall numbers of priority spaces that meet the quality standards improve.

Living Well - People are empowered to live independently within their communities, where they feel safe and enjoy good physical and mental 
health.
Safeguarding children and adults 
who are at risk of harm

Tackling adverse childhood 
experiences and developing 
community resilience

Promoting healthy behaviours 
and increased levels of physical 
activity

Promote good emotional well-
being and improved mental health

What this means:
People who are empowered to live independently within their communities, have the appropriate support, advice and 
assistance to meet their personal needs, live safely and access opportunities available to them. People, adopting health 
behaviours earlier in their life, are healthier, feel good and function well.

People need support to live independently and well in their communities for longer. Research undertaken by the Office for 
Disability Issues suggests that independent living provides significantly more benefits at an individual level than conventional 
forms of service provision. There is also evidence to suggest that older people living locally wish to remain living in their homes as 
long as possible.   

The link between physical health and mental health is incontrovertible. Poor physical health can lead to poor mental health and 
vice versa. Conversely, good physical health can improve a person’s state of mind; a strong and healthy mind can greatly 
improve our ability to cope with physical ailments. There is a growing body of evidence that indicates nature provides added value 
to the known benefits of physical activity. 

3 Life Course, Greenspace and Health, 2016.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4808994/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4808994/


Clear and accessible information 
and advice 

Services that provide people with 
the ability to live in their own 
home.

Feeling safe influences how people value their community, and is important to people’s quality of life; often making the difference 
between people wanting to live and stay in their neighbourhood or not. There is evidence to suggest that building confidence and 
resilience in individuals and their communities is an important step towards improving well-being.

How will we know if things are getting better?
By monitoring key performance indicators, we will know things are better when:
 Adult protection enquiries are completed within statutory timescales;
 Fewer adults at risk of abuse or neglect are reported more than once during the year;
 There are fewer re-registrations of children on the child protection register;
 More children are supported to remain living within their family;
 More people visit our sport and leisure facilities and participate in physical activity;
 Pupil participation in sport and physical activity improves;
 More people receive the right information, advice and assistance when they needed it;
 More adult service users can live independently;
 The delayed transfers of care reduce; and
 The time to deliver adaptations using the disabled facilities grant process reduce.

Sources of evidence to support the above – Please see Section 9 of this guidance for possible sources of evidence to support this section.



2. Sustainable Development Principles (The Five Ways of Working)

Does your proposal demonstrate you have met the sustainable development principles (five ways of working)?

Here you need to complete the headings in the table below explaining how your proposal have met the five ways of working, and if not, explain why, 
together with suggestions of how to better contribute to the five ways of working and/or mitigate any negative impacts.

In the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015, any reference to a public body doing something in accordance with the sustainable development 
principles (five ways of working) means that the body must act in a manner which seeks to ensure that the needs of the present are met without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.

For more information on the five ways of working, please:

 See the Council’s Focus on the Future
 See the definitions and prompts in the table below.
 See Section 9 of this guidance for possible sources of evidence to support this section.
 Contact the Performance Team at wellbeing@merthyr.gov.uk

Five Ways of 
Working 

How does your proposal demonstrate you have met the 
five ways of working?

Are there any additional actions to be taken to better 
contribute to the five ways of working and/or mitigate any 

negative impacts?

The importance of
balancing short-term
needs with the need
to safeguard the
ability to also meet
long-term needs.

We are required to look beyond the usual short term timescales for financial planning and political cycles and instead 
plan with the longer term in mind (guidance says at least 10 years, but preferably 25)

This link may help you with long term planning: 
http://www.wlga.wales/SharedFiles/Download.aspx?pageid=62&mid=665&fileid=68

 Have you considered what this intervention or service will look like in 10 or 20 years?
 Do you know what the long term “call” on the service is likely to be?
 Have you done any long term, generational or decadal planning?

https://www.merthyr.gov.uk/media/3775/mtcbc-focus-on-the-future-april-2018.pdf
mailto:wellbeing@merthyr.gov.uk
http://www.wlga.wales/SharedFiles/Download.aspx?pageid=62&mid=665&fileid=68


How acting to 
prevent problems 
occurring or getting 
worse may help 
public bodies meet 
their objectives.

 How does your proposal / activity / strategy identify/put resources into preventing problems occurring or getting 
worse?  

 Deploying resources to prevent problems occurring or getting worse - including for other people, communities, 
services or organisations. 

 Have you identified the root of the issues you need to address?
 Will your proposal reduce or eliminate the problem or calls on the service, or other services?
 Will it empower people to take action themselves?

Considering how 
public bodies’ well-
being objectives
may impact upon 
each of the well-
being goals, on their 
other objectives, or 
on the objectives of 
other public bodies.

 How will you better integrate and balance any competing impacts?
 Think about impacts the proposal may have on another organisation.
 Have you considered the relationships and possible tensions between your service and others?
 Could something be done, or not done by another service or organisation to help, or hinder, your ability to provide 

the service?

Acting in collaboration 
with any other person 
(or different parts of 
the body itself) that 
could help the body 
meet its well-being 
objectives. 

 Are there opportunities to work with others to deliver improved outcomes?
 Can others take on delivery with support?
 Are we encouraging our partners to play an active role? 
 Do partners identify, understand and manage their role in the partnership in the most appropriate way – identifying 

factors which influence the success of the partnership and the relationships, identifying the risks, what might go 
wrong, what might prevent the partnership from achieving its objectives and outcomes. 

 Have the risks associated with creating, establishing, managing and delivering successful partnerships been 
identified and are being managed? Examples of some of the risks that could be considered include financial, legal, 
reputation, resource conflicts, reliance on a particular partner, how well other partners are managing risk  



The importance of
involving people
with an interest
in achieving the
well-being goals,
and ensuring that
those people reflect
the diversity of the
area which the body
serves.

Ensuring the views and voices of the stakeholders are sought, heard and used to inform and influence decisions made. 
 Who are the stakeholders who will be affected by your proposal? 
 Have they been involved?
 Are the views of stakeholders being sought early enough so that they can generally influence the 

outcome/decision?
 Do those people reflect the diversity of the area which is served?
 How are you planning to reach the people you need to hear from and are you allowing them sufficient time and 

providing clear information for people to make informed decisions? 
 Have you considered a method by which you will continuously involve your stakeholders?
 How will you feedback to those who have been involved/ explain how their views/voices have influenced the final 

decision?
These links may help you think about involvement: 

 National Principles for Public Engagement: www.participationcymru.org.uk

 National Participation Standards for Children and Young People: http://www.childreninwales.org.uk/

Sources of evidence to support the above – Please see Section 9 of this guidance for possible sources of evidence to support this section.

http://www.participationcymru.org.uk/
http://www.childreninwales.org.uk/


3. Protected Characteristics (including Welsh Language)

Does your proposal directly impact on service users, employees and/or the wider community, including the nine protected characteristic groups 
and Welsh language as identified below? 

Here you need to complete the headings in the table below explaining the direct impacts (positive/negative/not applicable) you expect, together with 
suggestions of how to better contribute to positive impacts and/or mitigate any negative impacts.

Does your proposal have a positive 
or negative impact on service users, 

employees and/or the wider 
community, including the nine 

protected characteristic groups and 
Welsh language? Please place an X 

in the relevant box

Protected 
Characteristics

Positive Negative N/A

Why have you come to this 
decision? Please provide an 

explanation

What actions have been/will be 
taken to better contribute to 

positive impacts and/or mitigate 
any negative impacts?

For more information on the Equality Act 2010, protected characteristics and the Welsh Language Standards, please:

 See the definitions and prompts in the table below.
 See the Council’s intranet pages for Equalities and Welsh language (including the Protected Characteristic Fact Sheets), which can be accessed by 

following the link: http://intranet.mtcbc.local/intranet/corporate/equalities-and-welsh-language/
 See Section 9 of this guidance for possible sources of evidence to support this section.
 Contact the Equality and Welsh Language Team at Equalities@merthyr.gov.uk

Protected Characteristics and Welsh Language - Prompts
  
Age
A person belonging to a particular age (e.g. 25 
year olds); age group (over 50s); age range (e.g. 
11 to 25 year olds).

Consider the impact(s) on people of all ages e.g. children and young people, older people.

Disability
A person has a disability if she or he has a 
physical or mental impairment which has a 
substantial and long-term adverse effect on that 
person's ability to carry out normal day-to-day 
activities.

Consider the impact(s) on people with disabilities e.g. access to buildings/services, how we provide services and 
the way we do this, producing information in alternative formats, employment issues.

http://intranet.mtcbc.local/intranet/corporate/equalities-and-welsh-language/
mailto:Equalities@merthyr.gov.uk


Protected Characteristics and Welsh Language - Prompts
  
Gender Reassignment
A person proposing to undergo, is undergoing, or 
has undergone a sex change process.

Consider the impact(s) on transgender people e.g. provision of inclusive services.

Marriage and Civil Partnership
A person who is married or in a civil partnership.

Consider the impact(s) on married and same-sex couples e.g. same-sex couples who register as civil partners 
must be treated the same as married couples on a wide range of matters, for example, flexible working, statutory 
paternity pay, paternity and adoption leave, health insurance and survivor pensions.

Pregnancy and Maternity
Pregnancy is the condition of being pregnant or 
expecting a baby. Maternity refers to the period 
after the birth, and is linked to maternity leave in 
the employment context. In the non-work context, 
protection against maternity discrimination is for 
26 weeks after giving birth, and this includes 
treating a woman unfavourably because she is 
breastfeeding. 

Consider the impact(s) on pregnant women/ women on maternity leave e.g. In employment a woman is protected 
from discrimination during the period of her pregnancy and during any period of compulsory or additional maternity 
leave. In the provision of services, goods and facilities, recreational or training facilities, a woman is protected from 
discrimination during the period of her pregnancy and the period of 26 weeks beginning with the day on which she 
gives birth.

Race
Race includes colour; nationality; ethnic or 
national origins.

Consider the impact(s) on different racial groups e.g. translation/interpreting services, cultural issues and customs, 
access to services, issues relating to Asylum Seekers, Refugees, Gypsies &Travellers, migrant communities.

Religion or Belief
The protected characteristic of religion or belief 
includes any religion and any religious or 
philosophical belief. It also includes a lack of any 
such religion or belief.

Consider the impact(s) on people with different religions or beliefs e.g. dietary issues, religious holidays or days 
associated with religious observance, cultural issues and customs.

Sex (Gender)
A male or female of any age.

Consider the impact(s) on males and females e.g. equal pay, responsibilities for dependents, issues for carers, 
access to training, employment issues.

Sexual Orientation
A person’s sexual orientation towards:
 Persons of the same sex (that is, the person is 

a gay man or a lesbian);
 Persons of the opposite sex (that is, the 

person is heterosexual); or
 Persons of either sex (that is, the person is 

bisexual).

Consider the impact(s) on persons who are gay, lesbian, heterosexual, bisexual e.g. provision of inclusive 
services. 



Protected Characteristics and Welsh Language - Prompts
  
Welsh Language
The two main principles of the Welsh Language 
(Wales) Measure 2011 are that: 
 The Welsh Language should be treated no 

less favourably than the English language;
 That persons should be able to live their lives 

through the medium of Welsh if they choose 
to do so.

Under the Welsh Language (Wales) Measure 2011, we need to be considering Welsh Language in signage, 
documentation, posters, language skills etc. and also the requirement to promote the language.

 Will the proposal increase opportunities for people to use the Welsh language?
 Does the proposal treat the Welsh language no less favourably than the English language?
 How will the proposal increase or maintain the number of Welsh language speakers in the area?
 Will the information and delivery of the proposal be available in Welsh? 
 How will the proposal incorporate the Welsh language in signage, documentation and posters?
 How will the proposal improve Welsh Language skills? This includes the wider community and our staff. 
 How can elements be proactively added to the proposal which helps to promote the use of the Welsh 

language within the demands of the Welsh Language (Wales) Measure 2011?
Sources of evidence to support the above – Please see Section 9 of this guidance for possible sources of evidence to support this section.



4. Biodiversity

Does your proposal directly impact on Biodiversity?

Here you need to complete the headings in the table below explaining the direct impacts (positive/negative/not applicable) you expect, together with 
suggestions of how to better contribute to positive impacts and/or mitigate any negative impacts.

Does your proposal have a positive 
or negative impact on Biodiversity?

Please place an X in the relevant 
box

Biodiversity

Positive Negative N/A

Why have you come to this 
decision? Please provide an 

explanation

What actions have been/will be 
taken to better contribute to 

positive impacts and/or mitigate 
any negative impacts?

Under the Environment (Wales) Act 2016 we must seek to maintain and enhance biodiversity in exercising our functions. All parts of the Council must show 
how they maintain and improve the diversity of plants and animals. 

For further information on the Environment (Wales) Act 2016, please:

 See the definition and prompts in the table below.
 Contact the Town Planning Team at yourspace@merthyr.gov.uk

Prompts

Maintain and enhance biodiversity and 
ecosystem resilience

 Diversity between and within ecosystems.
 The connections between and within ecosystems.
 The scale of ecosystems.
 The condition of ecosystems (including their structure and functioning).
 The adaptability of ecosystems.

Sources of evidence to support the above – Please see Section 9 of this guidance for possible sources of evidence to support this section.

mailto:yourspace@merthyr.gov.uk
mailto:yourspace@merthyr.gov.uk


5. Summary

As a result of completing this Impact Assessment, how many positive and negative impacts does 
your proposal have?

Here you need to identify the number of impacts (positive/negative/not applicable) in the table below 
against each of the above sections of the Impact Assessment. You will also need to summarise the results 
of the table in the summary below. This section should then be included in the related Council/Cabinet 
report.

Example:

Positive 
Impacts

Negative 
Impacts

Not 
Applicable 

1. Merthyr Tydfil Well-being Objectives 3 of 4 0 of 4 1 of 4

2. Sustainable Development Principles 
- How have you considered the five 
ways of working:

 Long term
 Prevention
 Integration
 Collaboration
 Involvement

4 of 5 0 of 5 1 of 5

3. Protected Characteristics (including 
Welsh Language) 9 of 10 1 of 10 0 of 10

4. Biodiversity 1 of 10 0 of 10 0 of 10

Summary:

The main positive impacts against:

 The Well-being Objectives are that the proposal would provide a training, learning and 
educational facility for citizens of all ages across the County Borough creating jobs, inward 
investment, tourism, physical, social and economic regeneration.

 The Sustainable Development Principles are that the proposal would safeguard the long 
term educational needs of children, young people and adults to maximise their capabilities 
and have control over their lives. The project has been developed with community groups 
and local businesses and will be delivered working in partnership with key stakeholders in 
the County Borough.

 The Protected Characteristics and Welsh language are that the proposal will provide 
arts and culture to all customers across the County Borough and will promote the use of 
the Welsh language and encourage people to use their Welsh skills when using Council 
services.

 Biodiversity are that the proposal would encourage awareness raising and understanding 
about the diversity of plants and animals as part of its educational provision.

The main negative impacts against:

 The protected characteristics are that wheelchair access is to the side entrance of the 
building.

No negative impacts have been identified against the Well-being Objectives, the Sustainable 
Development Principles and Biodiversity.



6. Actions

Based on the summary of your positive and negative impacts, identified in Section 5 above, will you need to make changes to your 
proposal to better contribute to positive impacts and/or mitigate any negative impacts? 

Here you need to complete the headings in the table below identifying any further actions you will need to undertake to better contribute to 
positive impacts and/or mitigate any negative impacts.

What are you going to 
do?

Estimated completion 
date

Who will be 
responsible?

Timelines/Milestones 
e.g. 6 months/over a 

year, etc.

Progress

7. Version Control 

The Impact Assessment should be used at the earliest stages of decision making, and then honed and refined throughout the 
decision making process. 

Here you need to complete the headings in the table below to keep a record of this process so that we can demonstrate how we have 
considered and built in the Sustainable Development Principles where possible.

Version No. Decision making stage Date considered Brief description of any amendments made following 
consideration

It is important to ensure that the decision making stage in the table above should be throughout the life of the Impact Assessment e.g. at 
each stage of the project, when reviewing the project e.g. monthly/annually etc.

8. Sign off section 

Approved by:________________________

Job Title:____________________________

Approval date:_______________________

The sign off section should be approved by the relevant Head of Service/Chief Officer for the Department.

9. Sources of Evidence



The following table below is not exhaustive, but lists some possible sources of evidence to support the completion of the Impact 
Assessment.

Please reference any source of evidence to support your judgement  - List 
key sources of evidence 

Possible Examples:

 Well-being Assessment
 Population Needs Assessment 
 Census data 
 National and local indicators 
 Engagement and consultation analysis 
 Relevant strategies, including Regeneration and Economic Growth 

Strategy, Biodiversity Action Plan, Healthy Weight, Healthy Valleys, Open 
Spaces Strategy, community safety strategies, community cohesion 
strategies, housing strategies, Welsh Language Promotional Strategy, 
Strategic Equality Plan, Sports Development Strategy, Leisure Strategy, 
Cultural Strategy

 Climate Change data
 Procurement data
 Local Development Plan information
 Business community information

 Educational attainment data 
 Workforce data 
 Adult/ Children’s Services information 
 Service user profile 
 Data gathered from those currently not accessing services 
 Service user satisfaction rates 
 Health and Social Care service provision 
 Public Health Information 
 Play Sufficiency Audit 
 Transport information 
 Community asset information 
 Workforce data e.g. Equality data, Welsh language skills 
 Welsh language requirements of service users 
 Welsh Language Standards information 
 Leisure Trust Information 
 insport information
 Complaints/compliments monitoring 


